
CS 242: Computer Networks Fall 2021

Assignment 2

Due Sep 24th before 12pm on Gradescope

Problem 1. WWW Basics - [5 points]

True or false? Briefly explain your answers.

a) A user requests a Web page that consists of some text and three images. For this page the client will send
one request message and receive four response messages.

b) Two distinct Web pages (for example, www.mit.edu/research.html and www.mit.edu/students.html)
can be sent over the same persistent connection.

c) With nonpersistent connections between browser and origin server, it is possible for a single TCP segment
to carry two distinct HTTP request messages.

d) The Date: header in the HTTP response message indicates when the object in the response was last
modified.

e) HTTP response messages never have an empty message body.

Problem 2. Measuring delay - [7 points]

This elementary problem begins to explore propagation delay and transmission delay, two central concepts
in data networking. Consider two hosts, A and B, connected by a single link of rate R bps. Suppose that
the two hosts are separated by m meters, and suppose the propagation speed along the link is s meters/sec.

Host A is to send a packet of size L bits to Host B. a) Express the propagation delay, dprop, in terms of m
and s. b) Determine the transmission time of the packet, dtrans, in terms of L and R. c) Ignoring processing
and queuing delays, obtain an expression for the endto-end delay. d) Suppose Host A begins to transmit the
packet at time t = 0. At time t = dtrans, where is the last bit of the packet? e) Suppose dprop is greater
than dtrans. At time t = dtrans, where is the first bit of the packet? f) Suppose dprop is less than dtrans.
At time t = dtrans, where is the first bit of the packet? g) Suppose s = 2.5 · 108, L = 120 bits, and R = 56
kbps. Find the distance m so that dprop equals dtrans.

Problem 3. Round-Trip Times - [6 points]

Suppose that a browser and web server are connected by a 100 Mbps link and that processing, queuing,
and propagation delays for TCP packets lead to an average round-trip TCP communication time of 50
milliseconds. Suppose that the browser requests a small (1KB) web page that references ten embedded
images, each of which has size 1MB.

In each of the following scenarios, determine the total time elapsed between the time the browser requests
the page and the time that it has all page information (including the embedded images).

Note: While the 100 Mbps refers to 108 bits per second, the terms KB and MB stand for Kilo Bytes and
Mega Bytes. A byte is 8 bits, so 1 KB is 8000 bits.

a) HTTP with non-persistent connections.

b) HTTP with persistent connections and sequential (non-pipelined) requests for embedded objects.

c) HTTP with persistent connections with parallel (pipelined) requests for embedded objects.
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Problem 4. Requests for Comments - [2 points] Obtain the HTTP/1.1 specification (RFC 2616).
Answer the following questions: Explain the mechanism used for signaling between the client and server to
indicate that a persistent connection is being closed. Can the client, the server, or both signal the close of a
connection?


